
 
Virtual Programming in 2020-2021 

Philanthropy Programming  
If all members are virtual…  

Philanthropy Education   ● Try to keep all virtual events to a maximum of 60 minutes 
● Raise awareness for PCAA by doing a ‘virtual’ pinwheel garden 

○ Pinwheels can be mailed to sisters  
○ Every sister can create a pinwheel in a time-lapse video and/or 

record a video talking about why they love PCAA to post 
○ Sisters can create collages of pinwheel photos in their yard 

● Consider hosting a Zoom meeting going over general information about 
SDT’s national philanthropies, as well as any local philanthropies that 
chapter may work with  

● Consider hosting a Zoom meeting to discuss how events and fundraising 
will operate on virtual platforms 

● Host a Zoom philanthropy workshop during recruitment workshops and/or 
workweek to go over information about national and local philanthropies, 
events, and fundraising.  

○ Be sure sisters know how to explain to PNMs how philanthropy in a 
virtual world operates 

● Make sure sisters are aware of any other organization’s virtual events, and 
encourage sisters to support their causes 

● Amend any philanthropy/community points system to keep point 
requirements to a minimum 

● Create internet hunts on PCAA/JWI/Foundation websites for sisters 
● Repost Instagram stories/posts from @SigmaDeltaTauHQ about our 

philanthropies 

Fundraising/Community 
Service 

● Check out the SDT Fundraising Guide for Virtual Fundraising ideas 
● Utilize platforms, such as Instagram or Crowd Change, to collect donations 
● Create competitions for sisters to raise the most money for prizes  
● Create a Tik Tok/social media challenge. Challenge others to complete 

dance/task and donate towards national/local philanthropy  
● Work with Foundation to make ‘thank you donor’ calls for their office  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
If you are in person but some members are virtual, or numbers are limited in person…  

Philanthropy Education   ● If hosting event virtually, try to keep all virtual events to a maximum of 60 
minutes 

● Raise awareness for PCAA by doing a ‘virtual’ pinwheel garden 
○ Pinwheels can be mailed to sisters not on campus 
○ Every sister can create a pinwheel in a time-lapse video and/or 

record a video talking about why they love PCAA to post 
○ Sisters can create collages of pinwheel photos in their yard 

● Consider hosting a Zoom meeting going over general information about 
SDT’s national philanthropies, as well as any local philanthropies that 
chapter may work with  

● Consider hosting a Zoom meeting to discuss how events and fundraising 
will operate on virtual platforms 

● Host a Zoom philanthropy workshop during recruitment workshops and/or 
workweek to go over information about national and local philanthropies, 
events, and fundraising.  

○ Be sure sisters know how to explain to PNMs how philanthropy in a 
virtual world operates 

● Make sure sisters are aware of any other organization’s virtual events, and 
encourage sisters to support their causes 

● Amend any philanthropy/community points system to keep point 
requirements to a minimum 

● Create internet hunts on PCAA/JWI/Foundation websites for sisters 
● Create a Google Maps “community hunt” following social distancing 

guidelines. Create clues for participants to look for around the local 
community. The first person to find “X” object gets their donation to 
national/local philanthropy matched up to a certain amount of money 

● Repost Instagram stories/posts from @SigmaDeltaTauHQ about our 
philanthropies 

Fundraising/Community 
Service 

● Check out the SDT Fundraising Guide for Virtual Fundraising ideas 
● Utilize platforms, such as Instagram or Crowd Change, to collect donations 
● Create competitions for sisters to raise the most money for prizes  
● Create a Tik Tok/social media challenge. Challenge others to complete 

dance/task and donate towards national/local philanthropy  
● Work with Foundation to make ‘thank you donor’ calls for their office 

 
 
 
 
If you are all in person on campus but need to practice Covid-19 related safety…  

 



 

Philanthropy Education   ● Meet with sisters to go over comfort level participating in in-person events 
● If hosting event virtually, try to keep all virtual events to a maximum of 60 

minutes 
● Raise awareness for PCAA by doing a ‘virtual’ pinwheel garden 

○ Pinwheels can be mailed to sisters not on campus 
○ Sell pinwheels and create a garden at a distance outdoors  
○ Every sister can create a pinwheel in a time-lapse video and/or 

record a video talking about why they love PCAA to post 
○ Sisters can create collages of pinwheel photos in their yard 

● Consider hosting a Zoom meeting going over general information about 
SDT’s national philanthropies, as well as any local philanthropies that 
chapter may work with  

● Consider hosting a Zoom meeting to discuss how events and fundraising 
will operate on virtual platforms 

● Host a Zoom philanthropy workshop during recruitment workshops and/or 
workweek to go over information about national and local philanthropies, 
events, and fundraising.  

○ Be sure sisters know how to explain to PNMs how philanthropy in a 
virtual world operates 

● Make sure sisters are aware of any other organization’s virtual events, and 
encourage sisters to support their causes 

● Amend any philanthropy/community points system to keep point 
requirements to a minimum 

● Create internet hunts on PCAA/JWI/Foundation websites for sisters 
● Create a Google Maps “community hunt” following social distancing 

guidelines. Create clues for participants to look for around the local 
community. The first person to find “X” object gets their donation to 
national/local philanthropy matched up to a certain amount of money 

● Repost Instagram stories/posts from @SigmaDeltaTauHQ about our 
philanthropies 

Fundraising/Community 
Service 

● Check out the SDT Fundraising Guide for Virtual Fundraising ideas 
● Utilize platforms, such as Instagram or Crowd Change, to collect donations 
● Create competitions for sisters to raise the most money for prizes  
● Create a Tik Tok/social media challenge. Challenge others to complete 

dance/task and donate towards national/local philanthropy  
● Work with Foundation to make ‘thank you donor’ calls for their office  

 

 


